
The Eckel 3500 Hydra-Shift® DTT (Dual Tubing Tong) provides 
fast, easy running on dual strings of 3-1/2 inch or smaller tub-
ing. It grabs from the side, or head-on. Go ahead and torque 
it up; this tong is Eckel tough. And speed shifts are no prob-
lem, thanks to a patented Hydra-Shift concept that eliminates 
clutching. The 3500 DTT Hydra-Shift is packed with all the fea-
tures you’ve come to expect from Eckel: patented cam biting 
system, quick-change sliding heads, self-aligning open throat. 

NEW!
The Dual String Wedge Drive Tri-Grip® Backup for the 3500 
Hydra-Shift tong is designed specifically in a small form 
factor package which is required when running dual string 
tubing, snubbing unit baskets, or other tight quarter areas. 
This compact high performance backup employs a three head 
design with two pivoting heads and one stationary head that 
evenly maintains a positive gripping force on the tubular. This 
head design eliminates egg shaping the tubular.

3500 Hydra-Shift® DTT Tong
With Wedge Drive Tri-Grip Backup

HYDRAULIC POWER TONGS ENGINEERING THAT PERFORMS.

Tong key features
 ■ 7,000 ft-lbs (9491 Nm) Maximum Torque 

@ industry standard 2500 PSI

 ■ Hydra-Shift speed shifting (no clutching)

 ■ Quick change sliding heads

 ■ Self aligning throat

 ■ Grab dual string side to side or head-on

Backup key features
 ■ (3) Gripping surfaces

 ■ High torque gripping force

 ■ Slip free operation

 ■ Small form factor design

 ■ 12 in. Body width (tong and backup)

 ■ Grab dual string side to side or head-on

 ■ Bidirectional for fast and smooth 
make-up and break-out operation

 ■ Automatically aligns tubular in throat

 ■ Compact design and light 
weight 1,375  lb (Tong & Backup)

 ■ Torque Turn Compatible

Gripping key features
 ■ Wrap-Around dies: 

 Steel Tooth Dies: Coarse and fine tooth 
 True-GritTM: Coarse grit and fine grit 
 Aluminum Dies: Smooth no teeth

 ■ Rig dies: 
 Steel Tooth Dies: Coarse tooth 
 True-GritTM : Coarse grit and fine grit

Handling capabilities

 ■ Tong capacity:  1.050 - 3-1/2 in. (26.7 - 88.9 mm)

 ■ Backup capacity:  1.050 - 4-1/2 in. (26.7 - 114.3 mm)

 ■ Backup Distance between tong and backup dies 
 Minimum 13 in. (330.2 mm) 
 Maximum 22 in. (558 .8 mm)

 ■ (4) Backup adjustable height positions

For more information:
WWW.ECKEL.COM/3500HS

sales@eckel.com
www.eckel.com

#eckeltongs


